Welcome to this special issue on evidence-based practice and occupational therapy. It has been a privilege to be the guest editor and to learn about evidence-based practice in the Netherlands (Ammeraal and Coppers, 2012; Döpp et al., 2012), Norway (Aas et al., 2012), the Republic of Ireland (Stronge and Cahill, 2012) and the United States (Winkle et al., 2012). In this editorial, I will draw out some themes from the five papers and offer a personal perspective on evidence-based occupational therapy. Evidence-based practice is framed as an evolving, contested concept with many achievements and some notable challenges ahead. Some theoretical frameworks, references and online resources are sign-posted to help the reader explore the nuances of evidence-based practice.

In 2007, evidence-based medicine (EBM) was voted as one of the 15 greatest medical advances since 1840 (BMJ 2007). The success is unsurprising given that evidence-based practice is about clinical efficacy. This focus is stated in two simple questions: Does it work? And is it cost effective? These questions are pertinent to everyone with a stake in health care throughout the world. This includes policy makers responsible for funding healthcare systems; organisations that provide health care; and multi-disciplinary teams and individual practitioners incorporating research results into clinical practice and, most importantly, to patients who want ethical, efficacious treatment.

The term EBM first appeared in the medical literature in the early 1990s when it was presented as a fundamentally new approach to the teaching and practice of medicine (Dawes et al., 2005). This was because EBM promotes the examination of evidence from clinical research and requires new skills, especially critical appraisal. Such critique challenges custom and practice, making it legitimate to question authority or eminence-based practice (Isaacs and Fitzgerald, 1999). A critical attitude towards one’s own practice and to the evidence is, in my opinion, one of the greatest achievements of the evidence-based movement. Critical thinking can, and perhaps should, be integrated with reflexive practice (Bannigan and Moores, 2009).

There are many tools to support critical thinking, appraisal and action. The evidence-based practice movement coincided with technological advances, widening access to repositories of knowledge, via the Internet and electronic databases. The authors in this special issue refer to several resources including the Cochrane Library, http://www.thecochranelibrary.com/view/0/index.html, and PubMed, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/. An additional resource is OTseeker, which is a database of systematic reviews and critically appraised randomized controlled trials. It was established in 2003 and now contains over 7,400 studies relevant to occupational therapy. This is a rare, open access occupational therapy resource, http://www.otseeker.com/. Another resource, the HINARI programme, is beginning to address the particular challenges to evidence-based practice in resource-constrained countries with limited infrastructure and little relevant evidence (Buchanan, 2011). The HINARI programme was set up by the World Health Organisation in 2002 with major publishers to allow developing countries to gain access to biomedical and health literature. There are more than 8,000 information resources available to health institutions in 105 countries, http://www.who.int/hinari/en/. Importantly, the HINARI resources are in 30 different languages, overcoming one of the biggest barriers to equal access to occupational therapy knowledge internationally – the English language (Ilott et al., 2006). This was an obstacle for Dutch occupational therapists (Döpp et al., 2012).

Evidence-based medicine and practice have evolved over the last 20 years (Dawes et al., 2005; Montori and Guyatt, 2008). Dawes et al. (2005) in the Sicily statement on evidence-based practice (EBP) define EBP as requiring “decisions about health care are based on the best available, current, valid and relevant evidence. These decisions should be made by those receiving care, informed by the tacit and explicit
knowledge of those providing care, within the context of available resources (Summary, para. 2). This definition retains the triad identified by the pioneers, namely research, patient choice and practitioner wisdom (Sackett et al., 1996; Bury and Mead, 1998; Haynes et al., 2002). It also recognizes the criticality of the context, especially competing priorities, resource constraints and the myriad differences between settings, populations, countries and people (Lin et al., 2010; Estabrooks et al., 2011).

A feature that has remained constant is the emphasis on putting the five-step evidence-based practice process into curricula, to inculcate appropriate knowledge, skills and attitudes (Dawes et al., 2005). The steps, taken by individual practitioners, can be summarized in five As. These are assessing the evidence-base, asking an answerable question, acquiring relevant evidence, appraising the relevance and scientific rigour and applying in practice. The World Federation of Occupational Therapists expects occupational therapy students to become competent in the EBP process (WFOT, 2006). According to Stronge and Cahill (2012), this expectation is being met by senior students in the Republic of Ireland. Two papers use the steps as the framework for integrating evidence with clinical reasoning (Aas et al., 2012; Döpp et al., 2012). Both give insights into the theoretical and practical difficulties associated with each step of the EBP process.

The call for papers focused on two aspects of evidence-based practice: systematic literature reviews and implementation. High quality, systematic literature reviews, which use a transparent and replicable methodology, offer a short cut around the EBP process by providing pre-appraised evidence. They are a way of coping with the exponential growth in research – the volume of medical papers doubles every 10–15 years (Dawes et al., 2005). Although systematic reviews take a variety of forms (Grant and Booth, 2009), they all present synthesized summaries of what is known about a topic. This is a vital starting point for research and development. The number of systematic reviews and randomized controlled trials in OTseeker has almost doubled since June 2006 when there were 4,340 entries (Bennett et al., 2007). This is a positive sign, if interpreted as a barometer of the shift from being a research emergent to a research active profession. Such a shift could be attributed to the increasing demand for evidence of clinical and cost effectiveness. This special issue has one systematic review. It is about an emerging area of practice – using service dogs to facilitate independent living (Winkle et al., 2012).

Applying research to decision making in everyday practice is the most problematical step in the EBP process. This is why the call for papers focused on research implementation. Research can be used in different ways, including conceptually, to inform thinking; instrumentally, to influence behaviour; and symbolically, to persuade others (Graham et al., 2010). In EBP, research knowledge is supposed to be used instrumentally, through decision making and behaviour, by putting research into practice to benefit patients. However, this is a slow, haphazard and unpredictable process (Eccles et al., 2009). It is known as the research–practice gap (Squires et al., 2011) or the second gap in knowledge translation (Woolf, 2008). Unsurprisingly, four of the five papers address this gap, albeit with little reference to theory. The implementation challenge is receiving considerable attention from theorists and researchers, including occupational therapists, under the topics of research utilization (Brown and Rodger, 1999; Cameron et al., 2005), knowledge translation (Metzler and Metz, 2010; Colquhoun et al., 2010) and implementation science, which has an open access journal (http://www.implementationscience.com/). These developments extend the scope of evidence-based practice into quality improvement, as another way of trying to close the gap between health service research and everyday clinical practice (Shojania and Grimshaw, 2005; Glasziou et al., 2011).

The individual model of evidence-based practice, which depends on research-based practitioners, has been supplemented by other approaches that involve national systems and local organisations (Walter et al., 2004). The research-based practitioner model, where the individual is responsible for applying the EBP process, declined in the UK following a systematic review that highlighted the complexity of changing professional behaviour (NHS CRD, 1999). A more systemic, embedded research model came to the fore in the 2000s, with a quality framework for the National Health Service in England (Ilott, 2003). In this model, research use is achieved by embedding research findings into national systems and processes, through the use of clinical guidelines and audit, and in funding and regulatory regimes, so it is managers and policy makers who play a key role. A profile of healthcare systems in 14 countries (Thomson et al., 2011) reports...
that evidence-based practice is encouraged through national and regional systems in Australia, Denmark, England, Germany, New Zealand, Norway and Sweden. The embedded research model is also being challenged. Rycroft-Malone et al. (2011) suggested that the “rational–logical notion that producing research, packaging it in the form of guidelines and assuming it will automatically be used is now outdated. There is a substantial body of evidence showing that using research involves significant and planned change involving individuals, teams, organisations and systems” (Background section, para. 3). A third model, the organisational excellence model, has been successful in Australia (Caldwell et al., 2011) and is being tested in England (Rycroft-Malone et al., 2011). This model promotes collaborative, knowledge exchange between local healthcare services and universities, through learning within teams and organisations, which includes adapting research findings to fit the local context. The case study by Ammeraal and Coppers (2012) illustrates aspects of the organisational model. They customized and combined knowledge from research and practitioners, with the priorities of people with mental health problems, to improve the effectiveness of life skills interventions.

Although evidence-based practice has flourished over the last 20 years, it is a contested, controversial concept. There are “enthusiastic supporters and vociferous detractors. Many clinicians view EBP as only one tool amongst many for improving quality and others believe it impedes professionalism and the ability to provide individualised, holistic patient care” (Davies et al., 2007, p. 26). Perhaps some of the most powerful critiques of EBP were raised in a special issue of the British Medical Journal, when Straus and Jones (2004) acknowledged the lack of impact from teaching EBM on improving patient outcomes. A similar finding has been reported in nursing (Shaneyfelt et al., 2006).

Some of the most disputed aspects relate to epistemology, or what counts as knowledge, and the hierarchy of evidence (Tomlin and Borgetto, 2011). Clinical research is expected to be relevant, uses rigorous methods such as randomized controlled trials, with a low risk of researcher bias, so the results can be trusted and transferred to comparable settings, populations or patients (Herbert et al., 2005). This means that clinical research is ranked according to the research design – the hierarchy of evidence – with higher value assigned to designs that show cause and effect or “what works” and moderate the effect of chance, bias or other confounding factors. However, different types of questions require different types of evidence (Tonelli, 2010), and evidence can be defined more expansively. Some definitions give equal weight to evidence from patients as experts through their experience, the clinical wisdom of expert practitioners and the organisational knowledge gained from regulations and codes of practice (Pawson et al., 2003) and from theory, such as occupational science (Kinsella and Whiteford, 2009) and neuroscience (Hubbard et al., 2009). Others emphasize that knowledge is embedded in shared decision making with patients (Coulter and Collins, 2011), social relationships and sociocultural contexts. Gabby and Le May (2011) have studied individual and collective mindlines, which refer to the tacit, internalized knowledge derived from experience, which is reinforced by interactions with colleagues and takes account of the context. Both Döpp et al. (2012) and Stronge and Cahill (2012) refer to learning from colleagues. Such learning could be reframed as collective, occupational therapy mindlines rather than low ranked evidence.

It seems appropriate to conclude this editorial with three future challenges to evidence informed occupational therapy: global disability, personalized medicine and equity for therapists working in low and middle income countries. According to the World Report on Disability (WHO and World Bank, 2011), more than one billion people live with some form of disability. We know there are links between disability, poverty, stigma and social exclusion in developing and developed countries (Van Kampen et al., 2008). This evidence is juxtaposed with the growth of molecular medicine to prevent and treat diseases (Miles et al., 2008; Samani et al., 2010). It is impossible to foresee what impact personalized medicine will have on health care in the next 20–50 years. However, it is easy to envisage the benefits of making knowledge accessible to, and applicable by, occupational therapists working in resource-constrained contexts. Buchanan (2011) laments the scant attention paid to evidence-based occupational therapy in these contexts. Perhaps we need to continue to be critical, to ask “does it work” and “does it offer value for money”, but add a third question, “how can it apply to all members of our global community”.
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